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11 ABSTRACT: Many single-molecule (SM) label-free techni-
12 ques such as scanning probe microscopies (SPM) and
13 magnetic force spectroscopies (MFS) provide high resolution
14 surface topography information, but lack chemical information.
15 Typical surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
16 systems provide chemical information on the analytes, but
17 lack spatial resolution. In addition, a challenge in SERS sensors
18 is to bring analytes into the so-called “hot spots” (locations
19 where the enhancement of electromagnetic field amplitude is
20 larger than 103). Previously described methods of fluid
21 transport around hot spots like thermophoresis, thermodiffu-
22 sion/Soret effect, and electrothermoplasmonic flow are either
23 too weak or detrimental in bringing new molecules to hot
24 spots. Herein, we combined the resonant plasmonic enhancement and photonic nanojet enhancemnet of local electric field on
25 nonplanar SERS structures, to construct a stable, high-resolution, and below diffraction limit platform for single molecule label-
26 free detection. In addition, we utilize Marangoni convection (mass transfer due to surface tension gradient) to bring new analytes
27 into the hotspot. An enhancement factor of ∼3.6 × 1010 was obtained in the proposed system. Rhodamine-6G (R6G) detection
28 of up to a concentration of 10−12 M, an improvement of two orders of magnitude, was achieved using the nanojet effect. The
29 proposed system could provide a simple, high throughput SERS system for single molecule analysis at high spatial resolution.
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31Many single-molecule (SM) techniques such as single-
32 molecule fluorescence spectroscopies,1−5 scanning
33 probe microscopies (SPM),6−8 magnetic force spectros-
34 copies,9,10 and optical tweezers11 can provide information
35 about the surface topography, molecular electronic density
36 distribution and electronic states, or single molecule under
37 stretching or torsional loading. However, most of these
38 techniques seldom provide chemical information on the analyte
39 under study. Single-molecule Raman spectroscopy can provide
40 a chemical fingerprint of a molecular system since it represents
41 molecular vibrations.12,13 However, typical Raman microscopy/
42 spectroscopy systems are diffraction limited and lack spatial
43 resolution to observe single molecules.14 To observe a single
44 molecule at high spatial resolution, recently Raman spectros-
45 copy has been recently combined with atomic force microscopy
46 (AFM) probe to perform tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
47 (TERS).15,16 However, due to the scanning approach employed
48 in TERS, the throughput of the system is low.

49Another challenge associated with Raman spectroscopy is its
50lower scattering cross sections (10−25 to 10−30 cm−1 compared
51to 10−16 cm−1 for the fluorescence emission), which hinders the
52successful application of this technique to detect molecules at
53low concentration. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
54(SERS) circumvents this problem by increasing the effective
55scattering cross-section of the molecules near a metallic
56nanostructure with the generation of high electromagnetic
57field.17,18 In addition to the electromagnetic enhancement
58(EM), the interaction between metal-molecule electron
59densities (charge-transfer mechanism (CM)) also contributes
60to the enhancement of effective Raman scattering cross-
61section.19 The typical enhancement of the Raman signal can
62be calculated to be |E(λex)|

2|E(λRamanScattering)|
2 ∼ |E|4 where

63E(λex) is the enhanced electric field at the excitation
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64 wavelength, and E(λRamanScattering) is the enhanced electric field
65 at the emitted Raman scattering wavelength of the molecule
66 (which can be approximated to be the fourth power of incident
67 electric field at the location of the probe molecule).20

68 Initial SERS experiments were peformed with colloidal
69 metallic nanoparticles which provided the “hotspots” (local
70 areas with optical electromagnetic field enhancement factor
71 between 105 and 1010) mainly due to the random aggregation
72 of nanoparticles.21 However, due to the randomness of the
73 aggregation behavior, the results were challenging to replicate,
74 and there is large variation in the SERS intensity within the
75 same batches.21 With the advancement of microfabrication
76 approaches such as e-beam lithography, focused ion beam
77 milling, and nanosphere lithography, SERS substrates with
78 regular nanostructures were fabricated to improve the
79 repeatability of the results.22−24 However, simple, low-cost,
80 and reliable fabrication methods to fabricate SERS substrates to
81 perform single molecule detection at high throughput are still
82 challenging to accomplish.
83 A new approach called “photonic nanojet” was shown
84 computationally to achieve subwavelength confinement of light
85 using dielectric microspheres and microscale cylinders.25 The
86 results showed that the NASERS system is capable of achieving
87 3−4 orders of magnitude higher intensity of the local electric
88 field in addition to attaining a smaller incident laser spot size.25

89 Subsequently, it was proposed that a three-dimensional
90 subwavelength confinement of optical fields can also be
91 achieved in photonic nanojet systems by an incident Gaussian
92 beam instead of plane wave incident light.26 Combining these
93 two properties, SERS enhancement factor of ∼102 has been
94 achieved on planar Si geometries.27

95 Molecular positioning in a hot spot is important in single-
96 molecule surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SMSERS),
97 since enhancement factors are non uniform within individual
98 hot spots and across a SERS substrate.28 Resonant molecules
99 require enhancement factors of at least ∼107 − 108 and
100 nonresonant molecules require enhancement factors of at least
101 ∼109 − 1011 for single molecule observation in Raman
102 spectroscopy experiments.14,29,30 Apart from the enhancement
103 factor, it is important to transport the molecules in to the hot
104 spots. Some of the available methods to bring analytes into the
105 hot spots can be broadly categorized into two types: (1) passive
106 methods (e.g., hydrophobic surface,31 diffusion) and (2) active
107 methods (electrokinetic,32 optical trap,33−35 microfluidics,32

108 nanofluidics,36 thermophoresis/thermodiffusion/Soret ef-
109 fect,37−39 electrothermoplasmonic flow40). Previously super-
110 hydrophobic artificial surfaces have been combined with
111 nanoplasmonic structures to preconcentrate and localize few

112molecules (attomolar or 10−18 mol/L concentration) to detect
113using SERS.31 At the plasmonic hot spot, due to the high
114electromagnetic field, the molecules will experience two kinds
115of forces: the gradient force (attractive), which acts in the
116direction of low electromagnetic field to high electromagnetic
117field, will try to pull the molecule toward the hot spot.34 On the
118other hand, the scattering force (repulsive) will push the
119molecule out of the hot spot.34 Due to high EM field, the
120plasmonic hot spot will be at a higher temperature than the
121surroundings. Since molecules move from higher temperature
122to lower temperature (positive Soret effect or moving along the
123temperature gradient), the molecules will experience another
124force due to the Soret effect, and will be pushed away from the
125hot plasmonic surface. Furthermore, such thermoplasmonic
126convection is relatively weak (∼10−1000 nm/s), and the
127Brownian motions (∼kBT) are confined to a few square
128nanometers area. Since it is pushing away the molecules out of
129the high temperature regions, it will not assist in bringing new
130molecules to the hot spot areas. In microfluidics, nanofluidics,
131and other diffusion processes, the flow terms can be separated
132into the convection term and the diffusion term. Convection

133varies as ∼ ≈∂
∂

∞u u
x

U
L

2

, and the diffusion term varies as

ν∼ ≈∂
∂

∞u
x

U
L

2

2 2 , where v is the kinematic viscosity (for water at

13420 °C it is 10−6 m2 s−1), U∞ is the fluid velocity, and L is the
135characteristic length. For a characteristic length of 100 nm and
136flow velocity between 1 nm/s and 100 μm/s, the diffusion term
137will always dominate the convection term (Figure S-1). For
138such characteristic length, the convection and diffusion term
139will be comparable only when the flow velocity is extremely
140large (∼10 m/s). Electrothermoplasmonic (ETP)40 flow using
141thermophoresis and AC electric field can produce a velocity of
142∼100 μm/s; however, the flow will still be diffusion limited.
143Here we combined the resonant plasmonic enhancement
144approach and nonresonant photonic nanojet enhancement
145approach on nonplanar SERS structures, to fabricate a high-
146resolution and below diffraction limit platform for single
147molecule label-free detection. In addition, we utilized
148Marangoni convection (mass transfer due to surface tension
149gradient) to bring new analytes into the hotspot. In our
150previous study, we reported the fabrication of wafer-scale SERS
151substrates with enhancement factors of 108 based on the
152thermal dewetting technique.41 With placing dielectric micro-
153spheres on such devices, it is expected to increase the
154enhancement factor as well as confine the incident field.
155Furthermore, the effect of thermal gradient was analyzed and
156the Marangoni effect was verified to be another factor

Figure 1. Fabrication of NASERS device. (a) Schematic of the microfabrication steps to prepare the NASERS device. (b) SEM image showing the
nanomushroom Ag capped nanopillar structure of the SERS sensor.
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157 contributing to the enhancement. In addition to providing
158 enhancement in the Raman signal, the platform will reduce the
159 detection volume by confining the incident wave within a
160 femtoliter (∼0.2 fL) (Figure S-2) due to the nanojet effect.

f1 161 Figure 1a shows schematically the fabrication steps of the
162 nanojet assisted SERS (NASERS) device. First, a 6 nm gold
163 thin-film was deposited on cleaned silicon wafer. Subsequently,
164 the rapid thermal annealing method was applied to perform
165 thermal dewetting of the thin film in order to achieve islands of
166 Au nanoparticles (AuNPs). In order to control the gap size
167 among the particles, and improve the hot spot density, a thick
168 layer (50 nm) of silver was deposited. The scanning electron
169 microscopy (SEM) image of the fabricated SERS substrate is
170 shown in Figure 1b. The SEM shows a mushroom-like
171 structure with Ag cap on top of the Au nanoparticles. The
172 small distance between the nanoparticles is ideal for creating
173 high electromagnetic field (hot spot) leading to better SERS
174 performance.

175The finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation results
176 f2of the nanojet effect on the proposed system is shown in Figure
177 f22. The excitation beam was modeled as a Guassian beam. To
178create the nanojet effect, a SiO2 microsphere with diameter of 5
179μm was drop casted on the SERS substrate. The beam width of
1806.06 μm (corresponding to 20x objective) was measured from
181the experimental setup and used in the FDTD simulations. The
182center of the microsphere was modeled to be the focal plane of
183the simulation setup. The simulation results (Figures 2a−e and
184S-2) show that the beam width of the incident beam is reduced
185to 0.506 × 0.371 × 1.165 μm3 in x, y, and z leading to
186femtoliter excitation volume. Due to this three-dimensional
187confinement, it is expected that the electromagnetic field
188generated on the SERS substrate will be altered. In fact, Figure
1892f and g shows a comparison between the electromagnetic field
190(in logarithmic scale) generated on the SERS substrate with
191and without microspheres. The results showed a two-orders of
192magnitude enhancement in the intensity of the electromagnetic
193field strength due the presence of microspheres.

Figure 2. FDTD simulation showing the enhanced electromagnetic field due to the nanojet effect. (a) 3D electromagnetic field distribution at the
bottom of a 5 μm SiO2 microsphere from the excitation of a Gaussian beam at the top of the microsphere. (b) Electric field in the xy-plane at a
position 480 nm below the bottom of the sphere. (c) Electric field in the xz-plane; the microsphere is shown by dotted line; the line along which the
linear electric field profile along the z-direction is extracted is also shown by a dotted line. (d) Electric field in the yz-plane. (e) Electric field in the xy-
plane at the bottom of the sphere. (f) Electromagnetic field distribution (logarithmic scale) on the SERS substrate in the absence of microsphere (no
nanojet effect). (g) Electromagnetic field distribution (logarithmic scale) on the SERS substrate in the presence of microsphere (with nanojet effect).

Figure 3. Effect of nanojet on Raman spectra using the NASERS system. (a) Raman spectra of BPE molecule with (red curve) and without (blue
curve) nanojet effect; for comparison, SERS spectrum obtained from commercial Klarite substrate is also presented (black curve). For the SERS
spectrum with and without microsphere, laser power of 21.7 μW and integration time of 10 s were used, and for the SERS spectrum on Klarite
substrate laser power of 1.23 mW and integration time of 30 s were used. (b) SERS spectra of R6G molecule at concentrations of 10−5−10−9 M in
the absence of nanojet effect. The limit of detection was 10−8 M. (c) SERS spectra of R6G molecule at concentrations of 10−12−10−10 M in the
presence of nanojet effect. The limit of detection was 10−12 M.
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194 To investigate the effect of the increased in electromagnetic
195 field intensity on the Raman scattering, a monolayer of 1,2-
196 bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (BPE) was immobilized on the SERS
197 substrate. The monolayer of BPE was achieved by immersing
198 the SERS substrate with 5 mM of BPE in ethanol for 24 h. To
199 wash off the unconjugated BPE, the substrate was rinsed three
200 times in neat ethanol solution. The substrate was dried using
201 N2 gas and stored in a vacuum box for further experimentation.
202 The SERS spectra of BPE in the presence and absence of

f3 203 microspheres is shown in Figure 3a. The raw intensity of
204 Raman scattering was increased 5-fold due to the presence of
205 microspheres (nanojet effect) as shown in Figure 3a. It should
206 also be noted that the Raman scattering response is in fact
207 coming from smaller effective area compared to when there is
208 no microsphere, because of the reduction in the beam width
209 due to the presence of microsphere. Now, the enhancement
210 factors (EF) of the nanojet SERS system can be quantified as

=
I N

I N
EF

/
/NASERS

NASERS NASERS

NRS NRS

211 where INASERS and INRS are the intensities of the NASERS and
212 normal Raman spectroscopy (NRS) signals, respectively, and
213 NNASERS and NNRS are the number of molecules contributing to
214 the NASERS and NRS signals, respectively. The enhancement
215 factor for the nanojet SERS system with BPE as a probe
216 molecule was found to be ∼1.88 × 1010, which is about ∼867
217 times higher than THAT without the nanojet effect on the
218 SERS substrate41 and ∼104 times larger enhancement
219 compared with commercial SERS substrates (see Supporting
220 Information Figures S-3 and S-8 for SERS EF calculation with
221 BPE molecule and on Klarite substrate).

222In order to show that the system is capable of detecting
223single molecule, Rhodamine 6G (R6G) was used as a target
224molecule. R6G solution with varying concentrations were
225prepared and placed on the top of the SERS substrate. In the
226absence of microspheres, the SERS substrate can detect R6G
227molecules up to a concentration of 10−8 M. Figure 3b shows
228the comparison of SERS intensity in the absence of
229microspheres at different R6G concentrations. The nanojet
230effect and NASERS performance are shown in Figure 3c. The
231results show that the NASERS system can detect R6G
232molecules down to a concentration of 10−12 M. This represents
233four-orders of magnitude improvement in the limit of detection
234(see Supporting Information text and Figure S-4) due to the
235nanojet effect on the NASERS system. With a droplet diameter
236of 5 mm2, spot size diameter of 1.25 μm2 (Figure S-5) the
237average number of molecules detected can be calculated to be
238∼0.7 (see SERS enhancement factor calculation with R6G as a
239probe molecule in the Supporting Information and Figure S-7).
240The improvement in the limit of detection can be
241understood as follows. As per the previous discussion, the
242R6G molecules will experience a radiation pull (∼fN) toward
243the hot spot due to gradient forces (acting from low EM field to
244high EM field), a push away from the hot spot due to scattering
245forces, Soret force (due to temperature gradients of ∼1 K/μm)
246which pushes the molecules away from the hot spot, and
247thermoplasmonic convection (∼10 nm/s) which depletes
248molecules from the hot spot. Therefore, we expect the SERS
249intensity to decrease at the nanojet regions (hot spot) due to
250depletion of target molecules. In contrast, we observed greatly
251enhanced Raman signal with the NASERS setup. This
252 f4enhancement phenomenon can be explained in terms of
253 f4Marangoni convection. Figure 4a shows the schematic of the

Figure 4. FEM simulation of thermal gradient effect on the SERS enhancement. (a) Schematic of the NASERS modeling setup in COMSOL
Multiphysics. (b) Distribution of total power dissipation density which contributes as the electromagnetic heating source; the microsphere is shown
by the black circle. (c) Temperature distribution and contours at 1 s time stamp due to the laser irradiation. (d) Magnitude of the fluid velocity
(shown for the xz-plane) and direction of the velocity field (shown as streamline and arrow lines) considering volume force and Marangoni effect.
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254 simulation set up. Figure 4b shows that the peak power
255 dissipation at the plasmonic metal surface (Ag) due to photonic
256 nanojet can be as high as ∼1015 W/m3. The center point under
257 the microsphere will be the heat source due to the
258 electromagnetic heating effect. Figure 4c shows the temperature
259 distribution under such heat source. The temperature gradient
260 shown in Figure 4c will contribute to two forms of motion for
261 analytes: thermal diffusion and convection. The thermal
262 diffusion (Soret effect) is relatively weak due to both the
263 minimal gravitational force at such a small distance (∼10 nm/s)
264 (Figure S-6) and hence the analyte cannot move far. Figure 4d
265 shows the highest velocity magnitude under the nanojet region
266 when considering the Marangoni effect (∼60 nm/s). Thus,
267 Marangoni convection will be contributing more to bringing
268 additional analytes back to the nanojet region to enrich the
269 molecules compared to natural convection. Natural convective
270 circulating process was oberved by Lee’s group,38 which may
271 also contribute to the observed enhanced Raman signal. The
272 final confirmation of recirculation current was achieved by

f5 273 taking time dependent Raman spectra (Figure 5) for two
274 different molecules (BPE, R6G). Due to accumulation of new
275 molecules over time due to Marangoni convection current, the
276 intensity of Raman scattering increases with time (Figures 5).
277 In conclusion, the nanojet effect provides optical confine-
278 ment of the incident field leading to ∼90 times increase of the
279 electromagnetic field intensity in addition to the normal SERS
280 enhancement of the substrate. The enhanced electromagnetic
281 field and confinement and enrichment of molecules result in
282 SERS enhancement factor of ∼3.58 × 1010. The NASERS
283 system was utilized to detect R6G molecules at picomolar
284 concentration. The mechanism of analyte enrichment at the hot
285 spot is explained in terms of Marangoni convection. The
286 nanojet SERS setup provides a unique platform to perform
287 high-resolution chemical mapping of single molecule without
288 using scanning probe microscopy techniques which will
289 potentially increase the throughput of single molecule chemical
290 mapping.
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